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CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND SKILLS AND  
CAREERS: AN INTRODUCTION

A short feature will appear near the end of each chapter 

of Discover Sociology that links your study of sociology to 

potential careers. It is intended to help you answer the question 

“What can I do with a sociology degree?” An important 

goal of these features is to highlight the core knowledge 

and professional skills that you will develop through your 

education as a sociology major. This set of competencies 

and skills, which range from critical thinking and writing skills 

to aptitude in qualitative and quantitative research to the 

understanding of diversity and conflict dynamics, prepares 

you for the workforce, as well as for graduate and professional 

school. Many of the chapters ahead will highlight information 

about the occupational fields, job titles, and work activities 

that can be linked to the knowledge and skills you will learn 

as a sociology major. The Skills and Careers essays (Chapters 

5–11 and 14–17) will describe professional skills, discuss their 

development through the study of sociology, and link them with 

specific occupational fields and jobs in which employers seek 

employees who have the skills discussed.

A second goal of the feature is to help you more fully 

identify and articulate your current and developing job-

related skills, interests, and values, as well as to show you 

how to begin to explore careers, how to perform an effective 

internship or job search, and how to create a personal 

career action plan (see the career development wheel). 

These Career Development features are intended to benefit 

both sociology majors and students majoring in other 

disciplines—career planning is important no matter your 

chosen field. The first chapter essays (Chapters 2–4) discuss 

the basics of career development. Two later chapters 

(Chapters 12 and 13) offer discussions of how graduate or 

professional school may fit into your career development 

plans. We hope that you find these features useful!

THINK ABOUT CAREERS
  What are your potential career interests? Did you come 

to college with a specific interest, or have you developed 
new interests during your studies?

  Have you spoken with anyone—family members, career 
counselors, professors, practitioners, or others—about your 
career interests? With whom might you speak to learn more 
about your field of interest?

Anne V. Scammon, Managing Director, Curricular and Strategic Initiatives, Center for Career Services at the George Washington University in 
Washington, DC, contributed to the skills and careers feature (“What Can I Do with a Sociology Degree?”) in this text and accompanying online 
supplements. With Anne Scammon’s support, key skills developed through the study of sociology were identified and linked to specific job titles 
and occupations. She also developed information related to career self-assessment, exploration, obtaining experience, job search strategies, and 
graduate school options for students.




